Acoustic resolution photoacoustic microscopy based on microelectromechanical systems scanner.
Photoacoustic microscopy (PAM) can be classified as optical resolution (OR)-PAM and acoustic resolution (AR)-PAM depending on the type of resolution achieved. Using microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) scanner, high-speed OR-PAM system was developed earlier. Depth of imaging limits the use of OR-PAM technology for many preclinical and clinical imaging applications. Here, we demonstrate the use of a high-speed MEMS scanner for AR-PAM imaging. Lateral resolution of 84 μm and an axial resolution of 27 μm with ~2.7 mm imaging depth was achieved using a 50 MHz transducer-based AR-PAM system. Use of a higher frequency transducer at 75 MHz has further improved the resolution characteristics of the system with a reduction in imaging depth and a lateral resolution of 53 μm and an axial resolution of 18 μm with ~1.8 mm imaging depth was achieved. Using the two-axis MEMS scanner a 2 × 2 .5 mm2 area was imaged in 3 seconds. The capability of achieving acoustic resolution images using the MEMS scanner makes it beneficial for the development of high-speed miniaturized systems for deeper tissue imaging.